robots is given in the accompanying table. It is estimated that more than half of the increase in US productivity (defined as the output of the goods or services produced per unit of labor input) results from technical changes, scientific advances, industrial improvements, and improved management and training of labor.2 Competition through increased productivity, product quality, and new product innovation has topped many corporate agendas recently. 3 Advances in both CAD and CAM technologies have been a driving force in manufacturing engineering to provide higher quality products and reduce production cycles by increasing the efficiency and productivity of design and production.
Future significant improvements in productivity call for robot systems that are dextrous, intelligent, and adaptable.4 The key to realizing this step hinges upon how well we integrate CAD models into the development of intelligent robot systems for visual recognition, inspection, manipulation, and assembly. Like the integration of design and manufacturing through CAD/CAM, we need to bridge the technology gap between CAD and robot vision to achieve the integration of computers, sensors, and manipulators in the factories of the future.
Model-based paradigm: Need for 3D 
CAD-based robot vision
The transfer of sufficient information directly from a CAD system to the robot vision system in order to enable the robot to recognize and manipulate objects requires a unifiedsystem. 14 A unified system will bridge the technology gap between CAD and robot vision and will overcome the deficiencies of current methods. It will eventually make a substantial, tangible contribution to the realization of factory automation. This unified CAD, vision, and manipulation system will provide (1) automatic generation of vision models of arbitrarily shaped, real 3D objects from a CAD database, and (2) automatic generation of appropriate recognition and manipulation strategies from the CAD database.
Some of the important advantages of CAD-based robot vision are enhanced productivity, capability to handle a wider class of objects, facility for multiple representations, parametric models with tolerances for robust recognition, automatic generation of vision models, and automatic generation of recognition and manipulation strategies with CAD database modifications.
In the future, robot vision systems will require a significant amount of integration with existing CAD systems. More concentrated effort is needed to obtain new representations, representation conversion algorithms, planning with a variety of objects and automatic feature selection for recognition, increased use of surfacebased models, and interaction of surfacebased and volume-based models for flexible automation in the factories of the future. Research in the field of CAD-based robot vision has just started. We have to go a long way to realize its full potential.
his special issue of Computer contains six articles describing iT^advanced new applications of CAD to the problems of robot vision. The first two articles deal with the issue of 3D object representations in robot vision. Also included is information about three state-of-the-art 3D range sensors based on a newly developed and matured concept of phase-shift measurement. The next two articles deal with prediction and planning strategies for the recognition of nonoccluded and occluded 3D objects. Finally 
